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I. SolutionoftheFatou-Julia
wanderingdomains
By DENNIS

SULLIVAN

Introduction
If one perturbsthe analyticdynamicalsystemz

z

on the Riemann

sphereC to z -4 z2 + az forsmalla, thefollowing
happens:Beforeperturbation
of R and R is expandingon C
underiteration
theroundunitcircleC is invariant
(IR'(z) I > 1), R has dense orbits,and is even ergodicon C relativeto linear
R a now preservesa uniqueJordancurveCa close to
measure.Afterperturbation
C and again R is expandingand has dense orbitson Ca. Now Ca is not a
rectifiablecurve. It is a fractalcurve with Hausdorffdimension > 1 which
nature
increaseswith Ial. (Figure 1). The intricaciesof C are of a self-similar

FIGURE 1

of R a on Ca. In particularCa is a quasi-circle
because of the expandingproperty
measure
in the sense of Ahlforsand R a is ergodicwithrespectto its Hausdorff
whichis finiteand positive[19].
of
remindsone of Poincare'soriginalperturbations
This situationstrongly
Fuchsian groups F C PSL(2, R) into quasi-Fuchsiangroupsin PSL(2, C). The
Jordan
Poincarelimitset thenchangesfroma roundcircleto a non-differentiable
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curve (Figure 2). These Poincaredeformations
(1883) have been treatedand

FIGURE 2

globalizedusingquasi-conformal
homeomorphisms
by Ahlforsand Bers([3]).
Fatou and Julia([8], [11]), who constructed
the iterationtheoryof analytic
mappings,were well aware of the analogywithPoincare'swork.We continue
thisanalogyby injectingthemodemtheoryofquasiconformal
mappingsintothe
dynamical theoryof iterationof complexanalyticalmappings.In the above
of
deformations
examplewe willfind(PartIII) thatall the Ra are quasiconformal
<
<
a
1.
on
for
0
one another the entiresphere
I
homeoOne is familiarin differentiable
dynamicswith non-differentiable
=
to
R1
one
another
morphismsp conjugating
system
R2P* Such T
R2, 9R,
cannot even be Lipschitzif eigenvaluesof corresponding
periodicpointshave
different
sizes. An important
of
this
work
is that nearbycomplexanalytic
point
dynamicalsystemstendto be conjugateusinghomeomorphisms
which,although
not Lipschitz,are nevertheless
quasiconformal.
In addition,many corollarieswill followfromthe remarkablefact that
in dim = 1 can be canonicallyconstructed
quasiconformalhomeomorphisms
from their measurable distortionof the conformalgeometryby use of the
measurableRiemannmappingtheorem(see ?7). Since the distortions
are only
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requiredto be measurable,qc (quasiconformal)
homeomorphisms
workwell in
dynamical contextswhere invariantfunctionsare rarelycontinuousbut are
alwaysmeasurable.
In thispaperwe provea dynamicalresultabouttheiterationofanycomplex
analyticmappingof the Riemannsphere.The proofuses dynamics,Riemann
surfacetheory,planar topology-prime
ends, and the theoryof quasiconformal
mappings. The same argumentgives a new proof of the Ahlforsfiniteness
theoremforfinitely
generatedKleiniangroups(?11).
Let R: C -* C be a complexanalyticself-mapping
of the Riemannsphere.
We are interestedin the dynamicalstructureof the iteratesR, R2, R3,.
Fatou and Julia([8], [11]) showedthathere one findsa coherentand attractive
mathematicaltheoryof some depth. More recently,computerstudies have
revealedthe incrediblebeautyof theseexamples(foran exampleof thissee the
frontispieceof Mandelbrot'snew book) as well as manyunexplainedpatterns
(see Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 of Part III). Also studyingthese complexmaps gives a
powerfultool for understanding
deeper questionsabout the iterationof real
non-linearmaps of the line which are treatedin many parts of science and
fromtheinterplay
of
applied mathematics[9]. Finally,anothermotiveis to profit
the surprisingly
good dictionary
connectingcomplexiteration
theoryand Kleinian
groups.See below and [20].
A point z in C = C U x is stable forthe iteratesR. R2,...
if on some
neighborhoodof z thesemappingsforman equicontinuousfamilyof mappings
into C. The stable set DR of stable pointsconsistsof countablymany open
connected sets Da called stable regions.These are transformed
among themR
selvesby R and each Da
DA is a finite-to-one
surjectivebranchedcovering.(In
the literatureDR is also called the set of normalpointsforR because R. R2,...
forma normalfamilythere.In Siegel's paper [16] the more descriptiveterm
stable was employedbecause of the dynamicalorbitinterpretation.)
The definition of DR was Fatou's starting
point[8].
The complementJRof all thesestableregionsis a limitset (oftencalled the
Juliaset) similarto thatof PoincareforKleiniangroups.Juliabegan with the
definitionof JRas the closure of the expanding periodic points (z = Rn(z) and
J(R

)y(Z)

I >

1).

the dynamicsof R on JRis chaoticand on DR it is rigidor
Heuristically,
dissipative(or both).Moreprecisely,Fatou and Juliashowedthatforanypointz
of JR the inverseorbit{U nR- nz} is dense in JR.Near any pointin DR Fatou
on neighborhoods
and Juliaconstructed
limitinganalyticfunctions
usingnormality of the familyRBR2,.... They foundconvergenceto constants(correspondto
ing to fixedpointsor periodicpointsof R), to the identity(corresponding
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regionswhereR is analytically
equivalentto an irrational
rotation)and one other
possibilitywhich theycould not analyze. This last possibility,the wandering
region,is takencare ofhereafter65 years.We showit neveroccurs.
1 (eventual periodicity).Let Da be any stable regionfor a
rationalmappingR of the Riemannsphere.The sequenceof successiveregions
Da, RD,, R2D,,... is always eventuallyperiodic.
THEOREM

The quasiconformal
partof the proofshowsa purelyergodic-theory
factfor
the action of R on the Julialimitset. Define the large orbits of R as the
equivalenceclasses x - y if and onlyif RIx = Rmy forsome n, m greaterthan
or equal to zero.
2 (Juliarecurrence).If A is any Borelsubsetof theJulialimitset
which is a fundamentalset, thatis A intersects
any largeorbitof R in at most
one point, thentheLebesguemeasureof A is zero.
THEOREM

Both of thesetheoremshave analoguesforKleiniangroupsdue originally
to
Ahlfors[2] and Sullivan[18].
We can use Theorem1 to studytheequivalencerelationx - y ifand onlyif
=
R'x
D (any setting)by this
R'y some n ? 0. The quotientD. of R: D
R
R
D -D D -* D
relation is called the directlimitof the directsystem
and thereis an inducedmap RO.: D, -* D. whichis bijective.By Theorem1 all
to the
equivalenceclassesin U = (C - limitset) are represented
by R restricted
periodicstable regions.
In Part III, Section2, it is shownthaton D = U - (large orbitsofperiodic
points) the map R is a finiteunionof maps where:
Either the directlimitis a Riemannsurfaceand (Ro1, D.) is a finiteunionof
Xz on the punctured plane 1XI< 1;
(attracting)
i) z
z + 1 on the plane;
(parabolic)
ii) z
Xz on the punctured disk XI = 1;
(Siegel disk)
iii) z
Xz on the annulus 1XI= 1;
(Herman ring)
iv) z
Or the directlimitis nota Riemannsurfacebut thedirectsystemis equivalentto
a finiteunion of
(superattracting) v) z -*Zk on the punctureddisk,k = 2, 3.
The total number of units i), ... ., v), is proved to be less than
8 (degree R - 1) but the sharpbound maybe 2 (degree R - 1).
In Part III the classification
of periodic stable regionsand dynamical
conon the Fatou-Julialimitset is used to prove quasiconformal
information
jugacy theorems.Besides using Theorems1 and 2 of this paper, III uses the
holomorphicmotionsresultsof [12] and [22]. A proofof the densityof structur-
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completedin III using
allystablemodelswas nearlycompletedin [12] and finally
motions
holomorphic
the
Math.)
Acta
II
to
(submitted
series
In
of
the
Part
[22].
generatedKleiniangroupsto
and dynamicalideas of [12] are applied to finitely
implieshyperbolicity.
stability
show thatstructural
problemsare:
The mainoutstanding
For Kleinian groups:to findthe analogue of the criticalpoint-attracting
stablemodelsfrom[12].
regionspartof the proofof densityof structurally
For rationalmaps: to findthe analogueof the analysisof the measurable
conformalstructures
result[18] forlimitsetsof Kleiniangroups.
We close with a sample of the dictionarybetweenanalyticiterationand
discretesubgroupsof PSL(2, C) whichlies behindthisseriesof papers.
Complexanalytic
iteration
entiremapping
Blaschkeproduct
rationalmapping,R
degreeof mapping,d
(2d - 2) analyticparameters
(2d - 2) criticalpoints
limitset([8], [11])
Fatou-Julia
stableregions
periodicpointsof R
densein limitset
Riemannsurfaceof R
eventualperiodicity
theorem,d < x
region
attracting
parabolicregion
Siegeldisk
indifferent
non-linearizable
periodicpoint
Hermannring
region
superattracting
invariantlinefieldson limitset
examplesknown)
(restricted

Discretesubgroups
of PSL(2, C)
Kleiniangroup
arbitrary
Fuchsiangroup
arbitrary
finitely
generatedKleiniangroup,F
n
numberofgenerators,
(3n 3) analyticparameters
3 manifolds
(?) endsofhyperbolic
set
limit
Poincare
(1880)
domainofdiscontinuity
fixedpointsofelementsof F
densein limitset
Riemannsurfaceof F
finiteness
Ahlfors
theorem,n < x
cocompactstabilizerofa discontinuous
component
area stabilizerwithcusp
cofinite
in
(?)limitgroupby qc deformation
good "direction"
arithmetically
in a
(?) limitgroupby qc deformation
" Liouville"direction
(?) similarto Siegeldiskanalogy
?
linefieldson limitset
no invariant
(n < oc) [18]
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measureoflimitset?
connected
thereare non-locally
limitsets(Liouvillelimits)
on
expandingor hyperbolic
limitset
Hausdorff
dimensionoflimitset
and pressureoflogIR'l
all criticalpointspreperiodic
(Thurston)

SULLIVAN

measureoflimitset?
"arithmetically
good" limitgroupshave
locallyconnectedlimitsets
geometrically
finitewithoutcusps
Hausdorff
dimensionoflimitsetand
lowesteigenvalueofLaplacianon H3/F
cocompactF, i.e.,compacthyperbolic
threemanifolds

Conversationswith JohnGuckenheimerin 1978 enAcknowledgements.
couraged me to studythe geometryof the Julialimitcurvesof -*z z2 + az.
and
Michel Herman introducedme to the appearance of small denominators
Siegel's workforrationalmaps.He also pointedout theFatou and Juliaquestion
about wanderingdomainsin 1978. All thisoccurredduring" themappingsofthe
geometryseminarat
interval" year at IHES. During the Sullivan-Thurston
Colorado 1980-81 the new proofof Ahlfors'theoremwas developed.
More recentlyin thefallof 1981 theseminarofDouady and Hubbardat the
of Parisat Orsayon the quadraticfamilybroughtto thesequestionsa
University
freshand stimulatinglight. The time was ripe to introducequasiconformal
mappingsinto analyiciterationproblems.
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1. DirectlimitsofRiemannsurfaces
Let R1

fl

-*2

f2

R-13

f3
-*

...

be a sequence of surjective analytic maps of

Riemannsurfaces.We say the RiemannsurfaceRx represents
the directlimitof
the sequence {f n} if thereare compatibleanalyticsubjectivemaps Rn-*R11 )
namely Tn+1 fn= iTn,so thatsome 'Tn identifies
two pointsif and onlyif they
in thesequence: TnX = Tnyifand onlyif gk(x) = gk(y) forsome k
are identified
whereg = Hk=
A Riemannsurfaceis hyperboliciftheuniversalcoveringsurfaceis thedisk.
A Riemannsurfaceis non-elementary
ifthefundamental
group(i.e. thecovering
groupactingon the disk)is not Abelian.We supposethe Ri are hyperbolic.
PROPOSITION 1. If themapsfl,f2,... are unbranched
coveringsand if one
thenthedirectlimitR11exists.Furthermore,
of theR i is non-elementary,
either
i) thefundamentalgroupof R1 is notfinitelygeneratedor
ii) eventuallythef are isomorphisms.

Proof If D
D

--* R1

R1 is the universalcover of R1, then the composition
Rn determinesthe universal covering of Rn. We obtain an

increasingunion of coveringgroupsF1 C F2C ... representing
the sequence.
The uniongroup F. containsno ellipticsbecause the coveringsare unbranched.
Also F, is non-elementary
because one ofthe Fi is non-elementary.
Thus Fr is a
discretegroup(*)and Rx = D/IF represents
the directlimit.
If F. is finitely
generatedthenaftersome n, Fn = Fx.
2. The case ofthewanderingannulus
Let A0 be a stableregionof the rationalmap R whichis an annulusand
defineAn+1 =R(An), n = 0,1,2,.... We assumeR: An-* An+ is a covering
map and let dn be the degreeof R: An -An+
PROPOSITION

d = 1.

2. If theAk are pairwisedisjointthenforn sufficiently
large

Proof i) Let n1 < n2 <...

be a sequence of indices so that dn > 1.
Then R has a criticalpointin each complementary
componentof An1,An2,...
the
and
of
Since
there
are
(by topology
openness R).
onlyfinitely
manycritical
pointsof R, infinitely
manyof the Ani mustnestaroundone criticalpointof R.
( *)One knowsa subgroupF of PSL(2, R) is eitherelementary,
containsellipticsor is discrete.
This followseasilyfromtheclosureof F and thefactthatellipticsare open to showthecomponent
of the identityof the closureis trivial.See Sullivan[20].
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ii) Let S be a smoothclosed curve imbeddedin A which separatesthe
to S formsan equicontinuboundarycomponentsof AO, Since { RI } restricted
ous family,the arc lengthof Rn(S) is boundedin the sphericalmetric.Now the
windingnumberof RI(S) in An becomes arbitrarily
large with n (being the
productdOd2... dn- ) Since thearc lengthof Rn(S) is bounded, it followsthat
one componentof the complementof An musthave arbitrarily
smallspherical
diameterforn sufficiently
large.
iii) In the sphericalmetric IIR'zI is bounded by M, say. So when n is
sufficiently
large the R image of the small complementary
componentof An
of
maps to the small complementary
component An+1 (and does not explode
onto the sphere-the onlyotherpossibility
by the opennesspropertyof R).
iv) Now somepowerk of R carriesone memberAnoofthenestedfamilyof
annulidescribedin i) to anothermemberwiththe non-explosion
ofiii).
property
But thena pointon the smallboundarycomponentof Ano(whichis ofcoursein
the Julialimitset) becomesstableforthe iteratesof R1k.This is a contradiction.

O~~~

3. Riemannsurfacesofinfinite
topologicaltype
Let S be a Riemannsurfacecoveredby thediskprovidedwithitscomplete
hyperbolic(Poincare) metric.Let W be a maximalcollectionof disjointsimple
closed geodesics in S. Then the closure of each componentof S - W is
geodesicallyconvexand mustbe conformally
of the formsphereminus
0) two disks:

"funnel"

i) threedisks:

"pair of pants"

ii) two disksand one point:

"degeneratedpair of pants"

iii) one disk and two points:
iv) threepoints:

/

"degeneratedpair of pants"
"degeneratedpair of pants"
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Otherwise,one could add a new simpleclosed geodesicto the collectionW.
See Thurston[23].
The surfaceS has infinite
topologicaltypeif and onlyif W is infinite.
For
each unit 0), i), ii), or iii) consideredby itself,the hyperboliclengthsof the
in (0, oo). When S is assembled
boundarycurves may be specifiedarbitrarily
fromits units the onlyconditionrequiredto build a hyperbolicsurfaceis that
lengthsof curvesalongwhichunitsare gluedbe equal. Thereis also a rotationor
twistparameterto be specifiedat each gluingcurve,exceptforunit0).
PROPOSITION 3. If S has infinite
topologicaltypethereare arbitrarily
large
dimensionalfamiliesof deformations
so that each
of the hyperbolicstructures
pair of surfacesin the family is quasiconformally
(even quasi-isometrically)
isomorphic.

Proof:Deformthelengthofa largefinitenumberofcurvesin W slightly
but
A finitenumberof unitschangeslightly
independently.
givingdeformations
of S
which are nearlyisometricto it. It is easy to constructan "almost-isometry"
between S and the deformedsurfacewhich is actuallyan isometryoutsidea
finitenumberof units.

4. The structure
ofa wanderingstableregion
Let U0 be a stableregionso thatif U0,U1,U2,... aredefinedby Un+1= RUn,
the UVare pairwisedisjoint.Since R has onlyfinitely
manycriticalpointswe may
discardfinitely
of
the
to
critical
first
eliminate
many
pointsof R. Now we
Ui's
R

have (after relabeling) each Un-* Un+1 is a finiteunbranched covering.
PROPOSITION
R

and each Un+

4. Either1) fromsomen on, Un+ has finitetopologicaltype

i > 0Oor
Un+ +1 is an isomorphism
R

R

2) the direct limit U:, of U0 -* U1 -*

...

existsand has infinitetopological

type.

Proof 1) If some Un is simplyconnectedall subsequent Uni are also
simplyconnected because an orientedRiemannsurfacecannot have a finite
R

non-trivialfundamental group. The covering maps Urn-* Umi+ must then be
isomorphisms.

2) If some Unis an annulus,thenall subsequentUn+iare because R is an
unbranchedcovering.The eventualinjectivity
followsfromSection2.
The
is
3)
remainingcase coveredby Section1.
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5. Rigidityofconjugacyon theJulialimitset
For a rationalmappingR let CR denotethe subgroupof homeomorphisms
of the Julialimitset JRwhichcommutewith R. Note that CR is closed in the
compactopen topologyon the groupofhomeomorphisms
of JR.
PROPOSITION5. CR (with the induced compactopen topology)admits a
Cantorgroup(an
continuousinfectivehomomorphism
intoa totallydisconnected
inverselimitoffinitegroups).

Proof Consider Al the finiteset of periodic points in JR with lowest
possible period. Let An+ = R -`An U An. Then if gR = Rg, gAn = An. But
A = UnAn is dense. So g = id if gIA = id. Thus CR injects into the Cantor
group = inverse limit {permutations An}, and this representation is clearly
continuous.

COROLLARY. A topologicalconjugacybetweentworationalmaps is unique
on the Julia limit set up to an elementin a totallydisconnectedgroup of
homeomorphisms.

Example (oral communication of Michel Herman). CR can be infinite,e.g.
in the Lattes example:
z -2z

on

C

z
/ z

z + 1}=C.
z

+

i

Here JR = C (Lattes (1918) and CR contains GL(2, Z)/{ + 1}. One can show this
is all of CR (Sullivan[21], Shub [15]).
6. Primeends [14]
Let U be a simplyconnecteddomainin thespherewithfrontier
AU.A cross
cut in U is a simplearc c in U withendpointsin AU.A chain is a sequenceof
crosscuts cn satisfying
i) diametercn -* 0 (sphericalmetric),
ii) the closuresof the cn are disjoint,
iii) (relativeto a fixedbase point b in U) Cn separatescn+ fromb.
One says two chains cn and -nare equivalent if each cn separatesall but
finitely
manycn fromb and vice versa.
A primeend of U is an equivalenceclass of chains.Caratheodory(1913)
showed that a conformalequivalencebetweentwo U's determinesan isomorphismbetweenthe set of primeends,and forthe open unitdiskthe primeends
are in one-to-onecorrespondencewith points of the circle boundary.The
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impressionof a primeend is definedto be fn BnwhereBnis the closureof the
componentof U - cn notcontainingb. The impression
ofa primeend is clearly
connected.We definethe fibreof a point x in AUto be the set of primeends
representedby chainscf wherecn -* x.
Clearly any primeend belongsto at least one fibre(of some point in its
impression).The namefibrewas chosenbecause theRiemannmap (p oftheunit
disk D to U has non-tangential
limitsexcepton a set E ofmeasurezero (Fatou)
and the limitfunction3D - E -A dU cannotbe constanton a set of positive
measure(F. and M. Riesz). If cn is a chain convergingto a in AUwhere cn
determinesthe primeend A,and if (p has a radiallimitat t thenthisradiallimit
must equal a. Thus the fibreof a in AU is containedin the union of { the
preimageof a of the boundaryof theRiemannmap 3d: 3D - E -A dU } and
{ the exceptionalset E }. Thus we have:
PROPOSITION

6. Thefibreof any pointin AU has angularmeasurezero. In

in thetopologyon theunitcircle.
particularfibresare totallydisconnected
The discussionabove extendsimmediately
to any domainU in the sphere
whosecomplementhas finitely
manyconnectedcomponents-and
to theRiemann
map connectingU witha domainobtainedfromthesphereby removing
finitely
many disks. For detailsand referencessee the surveyof Piranian[14]. Using
workof Beurling[5], one can replacemeasureby capacity,whichimpliesfibres
are in factmuchsmaller.We onlyneed thetotaldisconnectivity
herewhichmay
also be derivedby a purelytopologicalargumentdue to Epsteinand Mather.

7. The measurableRiemannmappingtheoremwithparameters
A quasiconformalmapping T of the Riemann sphere C convertsthe
standardconformalstructureinto a bounded measurableconformalstructure
p(9p). A bounded measurableconformalstructurep is a measurablefieldof
and only
metricson the tangentspaces to C whichis definedalmosteverywhere
oftheunitcirclesare almosteverywhere
up to scale and so thattheeccentricities
uniformlybounded fromthat of the degenerateellipse. (See Ahlfors'sbook
"QuasiconformalMappings"fordiscussionof qc homeomorphisms.)
A remarkabletheoremis that (p -* () is onto the space of bounded
measurable conformalstructures.If we normalize(p to fix threepoints, the
IAB

inversecorrespondence
{ boundedmeasurableconformalstructures
} { normaland
ized quasiconformalhomeomorphisms
of C} is also well-defined bijective.
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Ahlforsand Bers [3] showed AB was in a naturalsense continuous,real
This is the measurableRiemannmappingtheorem
analytic,even holomorphic.
withparameters.In particular,
PROPOSITION 7. Anyfinitedimensional
realanalyticfamily{ a } ofbounded
a continuousand real
measurableconformalstructures{fpa } on C determines
{ (Pa} in the
analytic family of normalizedquasiconformalhomeomorphisms
sense thatforeach z in C, (pa(z) variesreal analyticallyin C and as a function
of a, cpais a continuousmap of { al} into the homeomorphisms
of C withthe
compactopen topology.

Proof See Ahlfors-Bers
[3].
8. Quasiconformal
ofrationalmappings
deformations
whichis preserveda.e. (almost
Let p be a measurableconformalstructure
be the normalizedquasiconforeverywhere)by the rationalmappingR. Let qp,]
of the spherecarryingp to the standardconformalstrucmal homeomorphism
turea.e. (see ?7).
. Then R,, is a rationalmappingof the
8. Let R,, = qpgRcp,[sphere(the pi-quasiconformal
deformation
of R).
PROPOSITION

Proof Locallyaway fromthebranchedpointsof R,

RP

is by the formulaa

quasiconformal homeomorphismof C. Since R preserves 4 a.e., R,, preservesthe

standard conformalstructurea.e. Thus, locally R, must be conformal(see
Ahlfors'sbook). The branchpointsof R transform
by qpato removablesingularities and thusto branchpointsof R,. Thus RP is a continuousmap of the entire
Riemannsphere,whichis locallyanalyticand thusa rationalmapping.
Remark. The same discussionapplies to give quasiconformal
deformations
of entiremappings,subgroupsof PSL(2, C), or any dynamicalpseudogroupof
in dimc = 1.
complexanalytictransformations
9. The arc argumentforsimplyconnectedwanderingdomains
Suppose U is a simplyconnectedstableregionso thatthe U, RU, R2U,...
R
are pairwisedisjointand R'U - R n1 'U, n > 0, is injective.We will give here
the argumentshowingthisis impossible.Laterwe willindicatethe modifications
requiredforthe generalcase.
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Let A: D
U be a fixedRiemannmap withdistinctradiallimitsa, b, c in
AU at the points a, b, c of 3D. We make use of a real analyticfamilyof
diffeomorphisms
of AD fixinga, b, c ofdimensiongreaterthanthedimensionof
adq
the space of rationalmaps of degree d. Let WOx AD -A dD be a real analytic
-

map where WO is an open neighborhood
of the originin Euclidean space of
>
C
dim 4d + 2, W Wo is a compactneighborhood
chosentherein,and each
is
a
of
and
is
diffeomorphism 3D,
dTq(O,
0) the identity.We suppose
dw(pw,0)
w1
0
for
W2 thereexists0 so that dg(wl, 0) * dT(w2, 0). Call thisthe injectiveproperty
of WO.Let qp:WOX D -, D be definedby coningdTp,cp(w;(r, 0))
- (r, dTg(w,0)). The cp(w;.) forw in W are uniformly
Lipschitzso thatthey
are K-quasiconformal
forsome K. Let ii(w) denotethe conformal
of
distortion
w(w; ) transported
by the Riemannmap 4 to U.
By our wanderingassumptionon U an equivalenceclass forthe - relation
(x
y forsome n, m, R'x = Rmy) onlyintersectsU in at mostone point.
Thus using R we can spreadeach ii(w) over U, the unionof the - classesof
points of U, to get a conformalstructure
preservedby R. Using the standard
structureon (the sphere-U)we have a measurableconformalstructure4(w)
definedon all of C invariantby R and dependingreal analytically
on w.
C
By the measurableRiemannmappingtheorem(?7) we obtainW X C
a real analyticfamilyof (normalizedto fixa, b and c) quasiconformal
homeo=
morphismsof the sphereso that cPq qp(w,) converts4(w) to the standard
conformalstructure.
Then R = pWRqq-1
is a real analyticfamilyof quasiconformal
deformationsof R (Proposition8).
If CPo~'+ 1 is thespace of rationalmaps ofdegreed, W -CP0d?L
defined
-,
by w
R1Wis real analyticand 0 in W maps to R. Since W has dimension
largerthan thatof CPod+l, some fibreof v7 has positivedimension.So let R ,
t E [0, 1], be a nontrivialarc in the fibreof v7 over some g in CP d? . Then
we have Rt
po 'g p= R.

=

g or qptRpq- = g or

-

=

R where Tt = Top't since

But j3R = R-P3on theJulialimitset implies -t is the identityon the Julia
limitset because i0 is theidentityand as we have shown(?5) the centralizer
of
R on theJulialimitsetdoes notcontainanynontrivial
arcs(sinceit injectsintoa
totallydisconnectedgroup).
But then also acts trivially
on the primeends of U because (cf. ?6):
i) The fibresare totallydisconnected;
ii) -t is the identityon boundaryU C Julia set so that -t could only
permutethe pointsin variousfibres(whichcoverall the primeends).
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= We get thatthe (pt:U

D

'Pt

-,

U, whentransported
by theRiemannmap to maps

D, all give the same map on theboundary(the primeends of U).
of W because the qItmustagree
theinjectiveproperty
But thiscontradicts
distortion.
and the same conformal
withthe qt havingthe same normalization
-*

Remark. The argumentshowssuch a wanderingdiskyields,forR, a map
maps of AD (the universalTeichmiller
from (normalized) quasi-symmetric
arc to a
space) to rationalmaps of degree d which cannot map a non-trivial
E
point. There are entire mappings (e.g. z -, z - 1 + e Z + 27ri) with wandering,
simplyconnectedstableregions.The map E is just Newton'smethodforfinding
One uses thisinterprethe zeroes of ez - 1 composedwithverticalstranslation.
tationto verifythe assertionabout E. The wanderingdiskhereis noteventually
injective;so the arc argumentabove does not apply.
ofTheorems1 and 2
10. Demonstration
Now we collect togetherthe various tools to prove the main theorem.
Namely,
If R: C -I C is a rationalmappingof degreed, then every
of theJuliasetof R) is eventually
stable region(a component
of thecomplement
periodic.
THEOREM.

Proof.If U0 is sucha region,thentheforwardimagesU1,U2,... are disjoint
and one can apply Section4, to get either
f
i) Un-* Un+1 is eventuallybijectivewithfinitetopologicaltypeor

existsand has infinite
topologicaltype.
ii) the directlimitUOO
For case i) we have describedin detailtheargumentin Section9 leadingto
in the simplyconnectedcase. The finitely
connectedeventually
a contradiction
bijectivecase is virtuallyidentical.Now one has a Riemannmap betweenthe
regionand the sphereminusa finitenumberof rounddisksand thisboundaryof
circlesis describedby primeends in the region.The discussionand resultsof
Section6 are the same. Finally,the arc argumentis the same.
of Section3 thatdimW(S) = x
For case ii), we makeuse oftheproposition
where S has infinitetopologicaltype and W(S) is the space of conformal
equivalence classes of conformalstructureson S which are quasiconformally
v to constructquasiconformal
deformaequivalentto S. We use thesestructures
tions R,,of R so thatthedirectlimitofthecorresponding
wanderingcomponent
of R., is S, (see ?? 8,9).
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largefinitedimensional
Thus we get a continuousinjectionfromarbitrarily
manifoldsof W(S) into the space of rationalmaps of degree d. Since the
showingthatcase ii) is
dimensionof thelatteris 2d + 1 we have a contradiction
impossible.This completesthe proofof the theorem.
Proof of Theorem2. If a Borel set A had positivemeasure,we could
constructon JRan infinitedimensionalfamily{t4} of measurableconformal
deformations
preservedby R. These determinequasiconformal
structures
R,, =
1
5
Thus
Section
by
construction.
on
by
different
the
are
(P.]
JR
(P,R(,- whereall
we again have a contradiction.
theorem
11. New proofoftheAhlfors
finiteness
If F c PSL(2, C) is a discretesubgroup,then F acts on theRiemannsphere
z -, (az + b)/(cz + d). Under thisactionC is
C by Moebius transformations
equivariantlydividedinto a closed set A (the Poincarelimitset) whereevery
open set Q where the action is properly
orbitis dense and a complementary
discontinuous.(This is due to Poincare.)The quotientU/F is thusa Riemann
surface.
theoremconcerningU/F
There is, due to Ahlfors,a celebratedfiniteness
generated.
when F is finitely
Each componentof U/F is of conformalfinitetype (that is
manycomponents
compactwithfinitelymanypunctures).Thereare onlyfinitely
of U/F.
THEOREM.

Most of the 1965 proofis easy to understandbut thereis one step whichis
moremysterious.
We can give a new proofof thistheoremwhichis conceptuallytransparent
and closelyparallelsthe eventualperiodicitytheoremprovedhere forrational
maps.
generatedthe space
The idea of the proofis simplythis:Since F is finitely
of F into PSL(2, C) is finitedimensionalso that the given
of representations
has onlya finitedimensionalspace of deformations.
representation
Now it is well understoodsince Ahlforsand Bers thatthe quasiconformal
of U/F determine(usingthe measurableRiemannmappingtheodeformations
of F. Thus it followsformallythat each
rem just as in ??7,8) deformations
has
finite
of
topologicaltype(see ?3) and thatall but finitely
component U/F
rigid.Thus thereare onlytwo questions
manycomponentsmustbe conformally
obvious:
are
not
answers
whose
manycomponentsof U/F whichare conformally
i) Can therebe infinitely
rigid?
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ii) Can a componentof U/F be a Riemannsurfaceoffiniteconformal
type
withan additionaldisk(or disks)removed?
The pointof ourdiscussionis to explaintheanalyticaldifficulty
ii) in a new
way. There are severalsatisfying
waysto treati), eitheralgebraically
or topologiIn a postscriptbelow we
cally, due to Greenberg,Bers, and Kulkami-Shalen.
in 1965.
mentiona new way due indirectly
to Ahlfors
Let us returnto themorefundamental
secondpoint.The conceptualremark
requiredto treatii) is thatif S is a componentof U/F thennot onlydoes a qc
deformationof S determinea deformation
of F but a qc deformation
of S
moduloits ideal boundarydetermines
a deformation
of F.
of the
This is so because 1) in analogywithSection5, anyhomeomorphism
limitset commutingwith F is theidentity.2) The liftof theideal boundaryof S
is containedin theideal boundaryofthatpartof U lyingoverS C U/F. 3) This
ideal boundaryof U can be "attached" to the limitset usingprimeends as in
Sections6, 9.
To explain3) a bit morewe need onlysee how a hole or removeddiskin a
dimensionalspace of deformations
of F.
componentof U/F yieldsan infinite
Scc U

(7;

A

hole

To thisend considera halfdisc A in S unionits ideal boundaryso that dA
intersectideal boundaryS is an arc. Let A be one componentof the liftof
Ato U.
of F, just as in Section 9, which are
Now we constructdeformations
A
are represented
in
and
whose
generatedentirely
boundarycorrespondences
in A
in the arc of dA intersectideal boundaryS. These deformations
faithfully
of F. To see thiswe use primeends
deformations
are liftedto U to givedifferent
of
thatthe frontier
of A just as in Section9 to overcomethe technicaldifficulty
A and the ideal boundaryneed notbe homeomorphic.
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Note. It is bad boundarypossibilitieswhichrequirethe unobviousloglog
mollifier
step in Ahlfors'original1965 proof.
This completesourdiscussionof thisnew way to treatthe Ahlfors
finiteness
theorem.This and theeventualperiodicity
theoremforrationalmapsare justtwo
of manyfiniteness
theoremspossibleforconformal
dynamicalsystemsbased on
the measurableRiemannmappingthereom.
Postscript.To treatpointi) we mayfirst
pass to a subgroupF' of F offinite
indexwithouttorsion(Selberg'slemma).A conformally
rigidcomponentof U/F'
mustbe a triplypuncturedsphere.Each of thesedeterminesa cusp. Now each
such cusp determinesan orbit in the limit set, where the sum of spherical
derivativessquaredalongthe orbitis finite,and therecan onlybe finitely
many
of theseby the argumentofAhlfors
in theTulane Conferenceon Kleiniangroups
1965 (see Sullivan,"Finitenessof cusps," Acta Math. 147 (1981), 289-299 for
details).
I.H.E.S., BuREs-suR-YvET,FRANCE
C.U.N.Y., NEW YoRK, N.Y.
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